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About my research





https://www.ntkp.ca/

https://sikuatlas.ca/index.html
http://pikialasorsuaq.org/en/Resources/Pikialasorsuaq-Atlas

https://www.anijaarniq.com/

Addressing the 

challenges of 

knowledge and 

data sharing 

through 

atlases

https://www.ntkp.ca/
https://sikuatlas.ca/index.html
http://pikialasorsuaq.org/en/Resources/Pikialasorsuaq-Atlas
https://www.anijaarniq.com/


Demand for indigenous knowledge in marine planning is increasing

Dawson et. al. 2020
Canadian Geographic

• UNDRIP
• T&R Commission
• OPP
• Canada Ocean’s strategy



From Canada’s Ocean Strategy:

The governance model proposed for Integrated Management is one of 

collaboration.

It involves ocean management decisions based on shared information, on 

consultation with stakeholders. 

In specific cases, Integrated Management and planning may be achieved 

through co-management.

This Strategy responds to the desire of Canadians to be engaged in ocean 

management activities by promoting stewardship and public awareness. 

Towards 
holistic 

governance 
frameworks

MSP
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Local and 
Indigenous 
Knowledge needed 
at all stages

Catarina Frazão Santos et al (2019)  “Chapter 30 - Marine Spatial Planning,” in Charles Sheppard (ed) World Seas: an Environmental 

Evaluation (Second Edition), Academic Press, 2019, 571-592, ISBN 9780128050521, https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-805052-1.00033-4



Communities the weakest link in MSP

• How to effectively incorporate local knowledge and 

perspectives in Decision Support Tools that are mostly built 

for handling quantitative data, designed by western/scientific 

assumptions, and run by external actors?
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Challenges for community engagement

• Data gaps and lack of integration of datasets

• Limited local (technical) capacity 

• Mistrust (where is my data going? Who will use it? How will it be used?)

• Government silo-thinking inertia

• Different cultural understandings

• Complex (fragmented) regulatory systems

• Little understanding of indigenous approaches and rights

• …
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Challenges in Marine Policy

• Ignoring ontological tensions

• Consultation vs. engagement

• Lack of understanding of the nature of 
local knowledge

o Interconnectedness of issues
o The human/nature divide
o Ocean/land divide
o “Arbitrary” jurisdictional boundaries
o Etc.

o The great motivator for communities: 

empowerment
▪ Local capacity
▪ Improvement of well-being

o Multidimensional Knowledge in 
context



Participatory mapping



A map-making 

process that 

attempts to make 

visible the 

association 

between land (and 

ocean) and local 

communities.

PARTICIPATORY 
MAPPING



• Why do we want to make a map?

• What do we want to map?

• Who do we want to show it to?

• What can we use the map for in the short term?

• What can we use the map for in the long term?

• What are the main motivations to create a map?

Some pre-planning questions



• Make it “easy” and 
clear for elders 
and other 
participants

• Co-define clear 
objectives

• Data management 
protocols 
(including consent)

• Levels of access to 
data

• Working in groups 
facilitate validation

• Create proper 
maps!



“Floor maps” 
can facilitate 
engagement



Find a proper 
place to do 
the mapping



• Establish clear coding for data collection
• The more variables you use the more complex the 

mapping process
• Establish protocols for documentation of narratives and 

visual aids if needed (e.g. multimedia outcome)
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• Define whether data needs to be attributed to 
individuals or communities (collective vs. 
personal)



Straight to digital?

Paper to digital?

Online mapping?



https://maptionnaire.com/



Some useful resources:





The “map biography”





• Storing

• Curating

• Making Public

• Consent

• Protecting

Data Management Plan



Examples and some lessons 
learned from my research



Trail Route

Journey

Track

Straight forward 

(sort of) GIS

Narrative domain

From knowledge to information to data?

“…it looks like a good 

route to take as the lake is 

large; on the side there is 

a small stream that runs 

into the lake; that is the 

only route you can take, 
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Figure 4.12: Akkimaniq: “grinding” the ice 

In fact, place names show that the relationship of Inuit with their land is not defined chiefly by 

survival (even though names have often useful information, such as Nivaavik "the place of polar 

bear dens," a cape). It is a beautiful land where Inuit, since time immemorial, have had the time 

to observe (Ikulliaqturliq “here there are calm winds, soft snow”), memorize (Aupaluktulik 

"having something red,” cliff),  and socialize (Qilanaaqtuut “a place where people gather to 

enjoy what the hunters have caught (caribou).” Qioanaaqtuut is one of many place names around 

Aujuittuq (Barnes Ice Cap), a meeting point for Inuit groups that now live in the settlements of 

Clyde River, Arctic Bay, Pond Inlet and Igloolik. Some names reflect interactions with 

nonphysical phenomena (Isiriak "haze in the atmosphere," a hill that used to be always foggy 

where some Inuit experienced chills and reported that dogs would become frightened).  

Elders across the Canadian Arctic mention that learning of place names was closely associated to 

traveling, camping and harvesting as children interacted with older relatives and kin (this is still 

true today, but to a lesser degree, due to settlement life, schooling, etc.). The place names they 

learned are part of broader realms of experience, along with observations and knowledge ranging 

from patterns of currents and tides to the way rocks look from certain standpoints, qualities of 

Akkimaniq, "exposed to ice on all sides" is a point that “crushes 

and grinds the ice” 

• Sea/land
• Narrative/context
• Social Memory
• Interconnections
• Seasonality
• Boundaries

Multidimensional 
knowledge



Documenting knowledge 

instead of data



PLACE NAMES Late fall Winter Summer Spring

Majuqtulik Caribou hunting

Iglulik Winter camping; 

walrus and seal 

hunting

Naujaaliruluk Egg gathering

Aulativiajuk Caribou crossing

Aggiupinik Camping on sea 

ice; seal hunting

Consider 

seasonal 

dimension



Consider mapping beyond 

cartographic conventions

• Areas that fluctuate (e.g. sea ice)

• Recurring and dynamic

• Extension of home

• Marine and land spaces

• Hubs of life
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Figure 5.1: The ice dynamic in Turton Bay (Ikpiarjuk) off Igloolik Island 

 

What the drawing also shows is how the sea ice environment is strictly connected to time as the 

freezing and melting seasons progress. The drawing itself is a map of sequential processes rather 

than of static features, but the locations themselves are placeable and recurrent. 

 

Given the enormous significance that marine environments have in Inuit society, it is not 

surprising to see the historical dimension of Inuit use of the sea by the existence of remains of 

old houses and dwelling in the shores (figure 5.2), which can often be traced thousands of years 

to Dorset and pre-Dorset cultures, suggesting that there is a strong continuity in the relationship 

of dwelling and sea ice environments and processes. 

 



Majuqtulik
(has a place for going up)

Fall 

caribou 
hunting

Polar Bear hunting

(fall winter)

Location of 

trail depends 
on sea ice

Aggu

Arctic Bay

Igloolik

Connecting 

datasets 

through 

narratives

Akkimaniq

• Trails

• Place names

• Harvesting sites

• Community use

• Camp sites
• Etc.



Example of Atlas 

conceptualization and design



PIKIALASORSUAQ ATLAS

Group Workshop 

February 2017

Ottawa

Participants:

• Pikialasorsuaq commission (main users of atlas)

• WWF Arctic (technical support; facilitator; funding)

• University researchers (atlas concept; design; implementation)



1. Main purposes/goals (preliminary discussion)

2. Defining the audience/s 

3. Geographic scope

4. Preliminary data assessment (what we have and what we 

need)

5. “Field” research needed?

6. Content / “tabs”

7. Atlas visual concept

8. Discussion about platform

9. Timeline

10.Resources needed

11.Budget needed

Planning atlas workshop



Item Obtained Source To do

Greenland NU Greenland Nunavut Greenland Nunavut

Place names Yes Yes Ababsi’s

data

IHT and 

Claudio’s data

Permissions? Permissions?

Routes No Yes? NOW 

project? 
Commissio
n?

Claudio’s data Follow up 

contact with
JF

Seek 

permission for 
use

Hunting / 

fishing

?? Yes? NOW 

project? 
Commissio
n?

ILUOP;

Nunavut Atlas; 
DFO, Costal 
Resource 

Inventory

Find data and 

obtain 
permission

Potentially,

digitize.
Seek 
permission for 

use

Archaeologic

al data

Yes? No Greenland 

Museum?

CLEY?

Nunavut 
Archaeologist?

Melanie to 

contact xx

Make contacts 

(Commission? 
ICC?)

Data gap assessment



Conceptual Design

• ICC suggested two tools:

– Communication tool 
• Limit the number of layers per map; limit the number of maps

• Colourful, engaging

• Target audience: communities; general public

– Working tool
• More layers that can be manipulated

• Standard layout

• Target audience: planners/Commission 

• Link in the communication tool to the working tool

• Important observations: 
– Keep it simple and visually clean

– Keep narratives short



Pikialasorsuaq (North Water 
Polynya) Atlas

http://pikialasorsuaq.org/en/Resources/Pikialasorsuaq-Atlas

Communications tool (open access; multimedia; educational)

http://pikialasorsuaq.org/en/Resources/Pikialasorsuaq-Atlas






Working tool (password protected; access limited)

User agreement terms and instructions to contact the Pikialasorsuaq commission to use/get data access.







o Design Decision Support Tools that can account for:

▪ quantitative and qualitative

▪ scientific and local

▪ clearly understood cross-culturally

▪ Enable whole-of-government approaches

▪ Need for enhanced data management, ownership, sharing and curation protocols

▪ Youth capacity-building a huge priority towards self-governance goals and 
reconciliation goals

Paths forward:
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